ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The Bayesian Network (BN) has been proven to be a useful and important tool in biomedical applications such as clinical decision support systems (Beinlich, Suermondt, Chavez & Cooper, 1989) , information retrieval (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro, 1999) , and discovery of gene regulatory networks (Friedman, Linial, Nachman & Pe'er, 2000) . Automatic learning of BNs from observational data has been an area of intense research for more than a decade, yielding practical algorithms and tools (Spirtes, Glymour & Scheines, 1993) . The ability of the BN approach to reconstruct genetic networks from microarray gene expression data has been extensively evaluated.
Consider a set of microarray experiments that measures the expression of a set of N genes over M different conditions. We denote the gene expression values by an M N × matrix ) ,..., π be the set of parents of node i in an acyclic network . S Then, the probability ) | ( S D X P = can be decomposed into the product of local probabilities of nodes specified by the network structure S: corresponding observations. For ease of notation, we will omit the symbol X but use D indicating that X takes an observation D. The nodes in the learned network correspond to genes or their products and the edges correspond to direct probabilistic dependencies, such as causality, mediation, activation, or inhibition between the genes. The posterior probability ) | ( D S P is proportional to the product of the likelihood ( | ) P D S and the prior probability ( ) P S of network structure S based on prior knowledge, i.e., ( | ) ( ) ( | ).
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The main approach to learning BNs from data is based on the strategy of search-andscore, which attempts to identify the most probable network S given the data . D This network has the highest posterior probability. Depending on assumptions, maximizing this probability corresponds to maximizing a score function. There are several ways to define the score. A straightforward definition is the likelihood ( | ) P D S . For discrete data and multinomial distribution, the K2 score (Cooper & Herskovits, 1992 ) is often used to evaluate the networks generated. For a given network , S this score is defined as the likelihood: 
When the prior probability of S is considered, the K2 score for a network S can be modified by multiplying ( ) P S to ( | ) P D S in (3).
If a full Bayesian approach is preferred over the maximum likelihood, the score is the posterior probability in formula (2). In this case the computation of the marginal likelihood ( | ) P D S requires a marginalization over the parameters : θ In general, the computation of the marginal posterior ( | ) P D S is intractable in a full Bayesian approach. However, if certain regulatory conditions are satisfied and the data are complete, the integral over the parameter in (5) is analytically tractable. Two function families that satisfy these conditions are the multinomial distribution with a Dirichlet prior and the linear Gaussian distribution with a normal Wishart prior. For other general distributions, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme is often adopted to avoid the intractability of direct sampling from the posterior distribution (Friedman & Koller, 2003) .
The general framework for search-and-score consists of two major steps: Step1: search for a graph structure S ; Step2: evaluate the posterior probability ( | ) P D S .
For searching graph structures, different strategies can be considered. For example, the K2 algorithm (Cooper & Herskovits, 1992) requires the specification of an order of nodes from which the graph structures complying with the order are generated following a greedy strategy. Therefore, a procedure of producing candidate orders for the nodes is crucial to identify the optimal structure. Approaches to searching good orders include genetic algorithms (Larraaga, Poza, Yurramendi & Murga, 1996) and a MCMC method (Friedman & Koller, 2003) . Since the order space is smaller than the structure space, it is more efficient to search the orders. On the other hand, a number of studies have demonstrated that the greedy search methods over a search space of DAGs works well (Heckerman, Meek & Cooper, 2006) . The reader is referred to Chapter 'Bayesian Networks for Modelling and Inferring Gene Regulatory Networks' in this book for details on scoring metrics and search strategies. The major drawback of the search-and-score framework is the excessive computational cost, which can be partially alleviated by limiting the number of parents for each node (Friedman & Koller, 2003; Heckerman, Meek & Cooper, 2006) . It may also get stuck in a local minimum.
Another category of BN learning algorithms are constraint-based methods (Chickering, 2002; Cooper, 1997; Singh & Valtorta, 1993) . The constraint-based methods determine all dependence and independence relationships among variables through conditional independence test and construct networks that characterize these relationships. This is in contrast to the search-and-score methods which identify networks that fit data well. The constraint-based methods are computationally efficient, however, they depend on a significance level for independency decision. They can be also unstable such that an early error in the search can result in different structures. Due to the high order conditional independence test, the constraint-based methods also require large sample size, which makes it unsuitable for the analysis of microarray data. A Hybrid learning method combining the constraint-based and the score-and-search methods has been proposed (Wang, Chen & Cloutier, 2007) .
Methods of using prior knowledge in non-biological applications
Since the number of graph structures is super-exponential to the number of variables (Neapolitan, 2003) , multiple structures may achieve very similar high scores. It is, therefore, important to assemble prior knowledge to bias the search for a BN toward a model that contains the preference expressed in this prior. Prior knowledge in the form of a constraint or prior probability can reduce the search space, potentially improving the learning efficiency. In the BN research community, the prior over structures is usually considered the less important of the two components in BN learning: structure S and the parameters S θ associated with the local probability distributions (Friedman & Koller, 2003) . The simplest approach is to assume that each structure is equally likely and impose a uniform prior over all structures (Cooper & Herskovits, 1992; Heckerman, Meek & Cooper, 2006) . The other alternative approach is to define a probability γ that each edge is present and subsequently assign networks with m edges a prior probability proportional to Wray, 1991) .
Relatively little attention has been given to the use of additional expert knowledge that is not presented in the data. The expert knowledge ranges from logical constraints on the model structure (Campos & Castellano, 2007; Cheng, Bell & Liu, 1997; Cooper & Herskovits, 1992) or qualitative monotonicity relations between the variables (Heckerman, Geiger & Chickering, 1995) to prior distributions for network structures and parameterization of local dependencies (Campos & Castellano, 2007; Castelo & Siebes, 2000; Cooper & Herskovits, 1992; Iliopoulos, Enright & Ouzounis, 2001; Wray, 1991) . Specially, Campos and Castellano (2007) investigated the effect of imposing restrictions on structures on BN learning. Three types of restrictions are considered: (1) existence of edges, (2) absence of edges, and (3) order restrictions. These types of restrictions are considered "hard" restrictions, as opposed to "soft' restrictions (Heckerman, Geiger & Chickering, 1995) , in the sense that they are assumed to be true in all the candidate BNs.
Progress in reconstruction of transcription regulatory network using prior knowledge The early work in the reconstruction of gene networks used microarray data alone, largely ignoring existing prior biological knowledge (Akutsu, Miyano & Kuhara, 1999; Friedman, Linial, Nachman & Pe'er, 2000; Hartemink, Gifford, Jaakkola & Young, 2001; Imoto, Goto & Miyano, 2002; Imoto, Sunyong, Goto, & Aburatani, 2002; Pe'er, Regev, Elidan & Friedman, 2001 ). However, the difficulty with gene expression data is that complex interactions involving many genes have to be inferred from noisy data, which usually include small number of observations for each individual gene. In addition, since gene expression data only represent partial information from the transcription regulation mechanisms within a cell, the reconstructed networks often have poor accuracy (Husmeier, 2003) . This suggests that the inclusion of complementary information in the BN learning is important (Van den Bulcke, Lemmens, Van de Peer & Marchal, 2006) . The general framework of using biological prior knowledge (Figure 1 ) consists of three steps:
(1) assemble biological knowledge into a structure prior probability or a set of constraints on networks; (2) design a BN learning procedure on microarray data and the structure prior; and (3) evaluate the confidence of the inferred interactions. Several representative approaches are summarized here. Figure 1 The framework of Bayesian network learning using prior knowledge Hartemink et al. (2002) used the information of transcription factor binding data gathered from a chromatin immuno-precipitation assay as constraints specifying which edges are required to be present and which are required to be absent in the network structure. This type of constraints on network structures is equivalent to a non-uniform prior over structures that give zero weight to models that include edges required to be absent. A slightly different version was also proposed to assign probability 1 to a directed edge from a regulatory to a target gene; probability 0 to the edge opposite to the above directed edge; and a constant probability to all the other edges (Gevaert, Van Vooren & De Moor, 2007) . Imoto et al. (2003) established a general framework that allows the systematic integration of gene expression data with other types of biological knowledge through a prior distribution over network structures. Using this framework, a consensus motif for a set of genes with a potential regulatory gene can be considered as prior knowledge. In a closely related work (Nariai, Kim, Imoto & Miyano, 2004) , a list of protein-protein interactions was mined and used to construct a structure prior probability. Since this prior knowledge is of a very specific type, the biological implications of protein-protein interactions were exploited in the learning scheme by adding nodes representing protein complexes when the resulting structure better fits or explains the data. Similarly, evolutionary relationships between proteins (Tamada, Bannai, Imoto & Katayama, 2005) and pathway information from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database have been integrated using this framework (Imoto, Higuchi, Goto & Miyano, 2006) . This framework has also been extended to allow the incorporation of multiple types of prior biological knowledge in network learning (Werhli & Husmeier, 2007) .
High-throughput data, such as protein-protein binding interactions and transcription factor (Whitfield, George, Grant & Perou, 2006) binding locations in DNA sequence, inevitably include both false positives and false negatives. Usually, a p-value is provided determined for an identified interaction as a confidence measure. The integration of this type of knowledge requires considering the confidence of relationships. A probabilistic model that uses p-values to construct a structure prior was proposed (Bernard & Hartemink, 2005) . In that model, the prior incorporates the p-values of transcription factor -DNA interactions given by ChIP experiments to weigh against evidence from expression data.
Scientific literature is also a source of prior knowledge. This type of knowledge can be collected by manual curation or automated procedures based on natural language processing algorithms and stored in databases. However, errors are inevitably introduced during the process due to either automated procedure or erroneous observations in the original publications. It would be desirable for the structure prior to reflect this aspect. A probabilistic framework of a joint learning model for repairing database errors and for estimating a gene network in the context of dynamic Bayesian network was provided (Imoto, Higuchi, Goto & Miyano, 2006) . Another way to explore knowledge in literature is through text-mining methods (Gevaert, Van Vooren & De Moor, 2007) . In that work, a gene can be represented by a normalized vector in which each entry shows the evidence in PubMed abstracts of this gene to a vocabulary based on the publicly available National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (http://nciterms.nci.nih.gov/NCIBrowser/). The cosine measure is used to obtain gene-to-gene distances, which is further used for the construction of structure priors.
Recently, Almasri et al. (2008) proposed another structure prior that incorporates novel knowledge mined from literature. In that work, prior knowledge of gene interactions was derived based on the statistical analysis of published interactions between gene/gene product pairs. The knowledge was represented by a likelihood score of interaction (LOI) for a pair of possible interacting genes and the corresponding p-value. This information was then explored (1) as a structure prior and (2) as constraints to reduce the search space in the BN algorithm.
PRIOR BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE
We present a summary of high-throughput experiments based on which the structure priors were considered. In general, each method described here detects a set of interactions with only moderate overlap with the results of the other methods. This is not a failure of any single method, but indicates that the methods are complimentary and multiple approaches are required to identify the complete set of possible interactions in a system.
Experiments for identifying protein-protein interactions
Protein interactions can be analyzed by different genetic, biochemical, and physical methods. Some techniques screen a large number of proteins in a cell. The representatives are yeast two-hybrid (Y2H), tandem affinity purification (TAP), Mass Spectrometry (MS), DNA and protein microarrays, synthetic lethality, and phage display. Other methods monitor and characterize specific biochemical and physicochemical properties of a protein complex. The details on each method and databases for protein interactions can be found in a recent review paper (Shoemaker & Panchenko, 2007) . Two methods, Y2H and MS, are selected here to give simple descriptions since the experimental data from these methods have been used in BN learning as prior knowledge.
The Y2H screen is used to identify pair-wise interactions between a 'bait' protein and a 'prey' protein (Chien, Bartel, Sternglanz & Fields, 1991) . The Y2H method is highly sensitive, and does not require large amounts of fusion proteins to be expressed. Y2H can only detect pair-wise interactions between proteins. Interactions that require three or more proteins are not detected. In addition, interactions between membrane-localized proteins, which are unable to enter the nucleus and interact with DNA, cannot be detected. Protein interactions that require post-translational modification of one or both proteins cannot be detected either by this technology. The Y2H screen is prone to false positives. There are two major genome-wide data sets using yeast Y2H assays for the interrogation of genome-wide protein interactions (Ito, Ota, Kubota & Yamaguchi, 2002; Uetz, Giot, Cagney & Mansfield, 2000) . Another technology, MS, can be used to identify proteins that bind together to form complexes (Gavin, Bosche, Krause & Grandi, 2002; Ho, Gruhler, Heilbut & Bader, 2002) . MS requires proteins that have been broken into numerous smaller, more easily identifiable, polypeptides by proteolysis. These small protein fragments are identified in MS by their mass and charge. The identified protein fragments are reassembled into complete proteins by searching the identified pool of protein fragments against largescale databases of proteins. MS can identify protein complexes rather than just binary protein-protein interactions. MS is, however, biased towards stable complexes and it requires that proteins are present at relatively high abundance (Ito, Ota, Kubota & Yamaguchi, 2002) . Two protein interaction datasets resulted from the large scale MS studies are available (Gavin, Bosche, Krause & Grandi, 2002; Ho, Gruhler, Heilbut & Bader, 2002) .
Chromatin immunoprecipitated DNA on Microarray Chip (ChIP-chip)
Chromatin immunoprecipitation of DNA bound to proteins used for hybridization to oligonucleotide microarrays (ChIP-chip) can be used to identify DNA sequences that bind to specific proteins. Protein-DNA interactions such as transcription-regulator and DNA binding site or histone and chromatin can be found by this method (Lee, Rinaldi, Robert & Odom, 2002) . Because ChIP-chip assays take place en vivo, this analysis method can detect DNA binding activity of a protein in its native state, including any condition-specific chromatin structure or post-translational modification necessary for the protein's function. The ChIP-chip assays allow the identification of the genomic region to which a particular protein is bound. However, because of limitations of the assays, it is difficult to identify the exact site within the region to which the protein is bound. Various computational methods have been proposed to allow flexible query and output options in databases that store experimental results. One can filter data sets to meet user-specified threshold on pvalues for ChIP-chip data. The details on computational methods can be found (Elnitski, Jin, Farnham & Jones, 2006) . The ChIP-chip data set (Lee, Rinaldi, Robert & Odom, 2002) has been used in various computational studies as the prior knowledge.
Knowledge from literature
The automatic extraction of biological knowledge using natural language processing methods is becoming a useful tool for the survey of published work because of the sheer size of the body literature. However, the extracted information often includes errors.
Furthermore, the extracted knowledge only represents the discoveries so far and does not provide new knowledge gained from the literature. To assess the possibility of interaction between a pair of genes/proteins, Larsen et al. (2007) utilizes the likelihood of interaction (LOI) scores derived from the systematic analysis of published interactions and their molecular functions based on Gene Ontology (GO) annotations (Ashburner, Ball, Blake & Botstein, 2000) . The LOI-score is a measure of the likelihood that a gene or a gene product with a particular molecular function interacts with another gene or a gene product of a particular molecular function. More specifically, if two genes closely resemble by their molecular functions from previously observed interaction pairs, then they will be considered likely to interact. In their work, gene interactions for a set of yeast genes are first derived from an automated literature mining software. Then, each gene is annotated by the 23 GO Molecular Function (MF) annotations specified by the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) GO Slim Mapper (Battle, Segal & Koller, 2005) . Using a statistical procedure, each pair of GO MF annotations is assigned a LOI-score. Then the calculated LOI-scores for GO MF annotation pairs are used to generate LOI-scores for all possible gene interaction pairs in a set of query genes (Larsen, Almasri, Chen & Dai, 2007) .
The framework for computing LOI-scores is general. LOI-scores need not to be limited to either the type of previously published interactions or GO MF for annotation of gene products. Any current large database of gene interactions could be used as the basis for LOI-score calculations and any appropriate gene product annotations could be used.
STRUCTURE PRIORS FROM BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE
In this section, we introduce several frameworks for constructing structure prior probabilities from various types of prior biological knowledge.
Structure prior through the framework of energy functions
As mentioned previously, a general framework for the construction of structure prior from biological knowledge has been proposed using the form of a Gibbs distribution (Imoto, Goto & Miyano, 2002; Imoto, Higuchi, Goto & Tashiro, 2003; Tamada, Kim, Bannai & Imoto, 2003) . The prior biological knowledge is encoded through an energy function and an inverse temperature hyperparameter. More specifically, the network energy for a structure S is defined as follows:
where ij E is the energy of an edge ( ) ij from gene i gene j in structure . S Within the BN framework, this total energy can be decomposed into the sum of the local energies:
where j π is the index set of parents of gene j in structure , S and
energy defined by gene j. The probability of structure S is defined using the Gibbs distribution: β → Conversely, it becomes sharply peaked at the network structure with the lowest energy when → β ∞. In this case, the highest prior probability is obtained.
In this framework the prior biological knowledge is summarized in the energy matrix{ } = are determined through the minimization of a scoring function. It was also noted that this general framework can take biological knowledge extracted from large body of literature (Imoto, Higuchi, Goto & Tashiro, 2003) .
Structure prior dealing with ChIP-chip data
Transcription factor binding data (ChiP-chip data) provides evidence of the existence of a regulatory relationship between a transcription factor and target genes in a genome. This evidence is often reported as p-values. Therefore, the probability of an edge being present in the true network is inversely related to this p-value. The smaller the p-value, the more likely the edge is to exist in the true network. To effectively integrate this type of highthroughput data into BN learning, Bernard et al. (2005) 
where λ is the parameter which controls the scale of the truncated exponential distribution, and ( |( ) ) 1 ij ij P P p ij S = ∉ = . Further, let β denote the probability of the edge being present before observing the corresponding p-value. Then, by the Bayes rule, the probability that edge ( ) ij is present after observing the corresponding p-value is: 
The relationship between λ and * p can be explained as follows:
For any fixed value λ , an edge ( ) ij is more likely to be present than absent if the corresponding p-value is below this critical value * p . As the value of λ increases, the value of * p decreases. In this case we become more stringent about how low a p-value must be before we consider it as a prior evidence for an edge. Conversely, as λ decreases, the value of * p increases. In this case, we become less stringent. As 0 → λ , it can be shown that (( ) | ) ij P ij S P p λ β ∈ = → , which is independent of . p This implies that if we have no confidence in the location data, the probability that edge ( ) ij is present is the same value β both before and after seeing the corresponding p-value. In other words, λ acts as a tuneable parameter indicating the degree of confidence in the evidence provided by the location data. This allows for modelling the noise level inherent in the location data.
The precise selection of λ could be difficult. To avoid the specification of a single value, the Bayesian approach can be adopted to compute a marginalized probability over λ . For convenience, it is assumed that λ is uniformly distributed over the interval
The integral cannot be solved analytically, however, it can be solved numerically for a fixed ij p . Since there are only finite many p-values for a set of location data, the integrals can be pre-computed.
The prior probability of a structure S usually uses the edge-wise decomposition:
In this formula, the term corresponding to the normalizing constant has been dropped.
Structure prior from multiple sources of biological knowledge
Following the framework of Imoto et al. (2003) for the construction of structure prior, Werhi and Husmerier (2007) designed a scenario in which the energy takes on a particular form such that the computation of the marginal posterior distribution over the hyperparameter becomes analytically tractable. Furthermore, they extended the framework of Imoto et al. (2003) 
From the definitions of B and ( ) E S , the energy of a structure S can be further defined as:
where ij s is 1 if the edge ( ) ij is present in structure , S 0 otherwise. The energy is 0 for a perfect match between the prior knowledge B and the actual network structure , S while increasing with mismatches between B and S . Similar to those used in Imoto et al. (2003) , the prior probability over network structures S is defined by taking the form of a Gibbs distribution:
, where ( )
The energy function ) (S E can be further written as:
.
Here, the summation is taken over all parent configurations j π of node j in all network structures.
The above framework was further extended to multiple sources of prior knowledge (Werhli & Husmeier, 2007) . Biological knowledge from each independent source is represented by a separate matrix , 1,..., .
Each matrix satisfies the requirements for B in formula (15). Therefore, K energy functions can be given as follows:
where each energy function is associated with its own hyperparameter k β . The prior probability of a network structure S given the hyperparameter k β can be defined as:
where the partition function is given by
Similarly,
, 
The MCMC scheme can be used to sample both network structures and hyperparameters from the posterior distributions. The details on the general MCMC procedure can be found in Chapter 'Bayesian Networks for Modelling and Inferring Gene Regulatory Networks'. In their simulations, they chose the prior distribution of the hyperparameters ) (β P to be the uniform distribution over the interval [0, MAX] . The proposal probability for the hyperparameters ) | ( old new R β β was chosen to be a uniform distribution over a moving interval of length , l MAX ≤≤ centered on the current value of the hyperparameter. Almasri et al. (2008) proposed a structure prior for gene interactions using LOI-scores obtained through the statistical analysis of interactions in literature (Larsen, Almasri, Chen & Dai, 2007) . The confidence in a possible interaction between a pair of genes is measured by the p-value of the LOI-score with the assumption that the LOI-score for the gene pair follows a normal distribution. If the p-value of an LOI-score is significant, then the corresponding interaction is believed to be more likely. Conversely, if the p-value of an LOI-score is insignificant, then belief that the corresponding gene pairs interact should be lower. The detailed assignment of prior probability for gene pairs is described as below.
Structure prior dealing with literature
The structure prior for the edge from gene i to gene j is then assigned as: 
The structure prior constructed in this way is only an informal prior. A formal prior for the BN structure S can be written as follows:
where c is a normalizing constant. The normalizing constant c can be fixed at 1, as the actual magnitude of c does not affect structure searching (Castelo & Siebes, 1998) .
Structure prior dealing with errors in literature knowledge Imoto et al. (2006) proposed a model that can handle errors in literature or errors accumulated during the process of data collection. Given that the prior knowledge about the regulative interactions among some genes is stored in biological databases, this information is recorded in a matrix usually is not included in the database. However, using additional information such as subcellular localization can create the negative set.
Their model is to find the optimal network Ŝ and the optimal updated database information B that maximizes the conditional joint probability: . Similar to the model described in the previous section, the prior probability of the graph S can be expressed as The parameters 2 1 , β β need to be optimized. The computation of normalizing constant is intractable even for moderately sized gene networks. However, it is possible to obtain the exact value of Z for the dynamic Bayesian network models. The details can be found in Imoto et al. (2006 
Then transition probability
is then constructed by using the Bernoulli distribution of the form
can be modeled by the product of the Bernoulli distributions
They set a high probability for 
( | ). P D S B B P D S P S B P B B =
Conversely, if the edge from gene i to gene j is clearly observed from the gene expression data, but the edge is not included in the database, this edge is added to the database by setting 1 = ij B if the conditional joint probability increases.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
The networks used in computational experiments with previously described structure priors are of relatively small scale, ranging from 25 to 125 genes (Almasri, Larsen, Chen & Dai, 2008; Le, Bahl & Unga, 2004; Werhli & Husmeier, 2007) . The accurate quantification of the improvement when prior biological knowledge is incorporated into a BN framework is difficult due to lack of knowledge of the true biological network structure. We highlight several experimental studies here.
A genetic network involved in hepatic glucose homeostasis was used to generate a synthetic microarray data (Le, Bahl & Unga, 2004) . Then the ability of the BN approach to reconstruct networks and reduce the amount of data required was analyzed when different types of prior biological knowledge were incorporated. The considered network has 35 nodes and 53 interactions. Prior knowledge was used in a constraint-based approach in the following two ways: (1) add edges that are known to regulate a target gene, and (2) remove edges that are known not to regulate a target gene. It was reported that the number of expression profiles required to learn a network with fixed level of sensitive is less when type (1) edges were added. It was also shown there is a general increase in sensitivity when more of type (2) edges were removed.
The genetic network used in Almasri et al. (2008) has 102 genes and 171 interactions that are involved in transcription regulation related to the yeast cell cycle. The microarray data are a time series gene expression that covers more than two complete cycles of the cell division (Spellman, Sherlock, Zhang & Iyer, 1998) . It is highly enriched for known interacting genes involved in the Saccharomyces cell cycle. In their study two ways of incorporating prior knowledge were investigated: (a) use a prior structure prior defined from formulas (27), and (b) use prior knowledge to restrict the search. In (b) an interaction is considered a possible candidate if its LOI score is greater than certain threshold and otherwise is considered impossible and removed. Both approaches were able to generate networks with improved quality in terms of sensitivity, precision and biological relevance. In addition, the second approach seems to have slightly better performance.
In their work (Werhli & Husmeier, 2007) , the computational study revealed that prior knowledge that is more consistent with the data is given a stronger weight by the Bayesian inference scheme. The study also provided the evidence that the proposed Bayesian inference method can discriminate between different sources of prior knowledge and automatically assess their relative merits through learning the hyperparameters associated with the prior knowledge. The influence of an irrelevant prior will be automatically suppressed; however, the prior will not be completely switched off. They also quantified the qualities of learned networks using and without using the prior knowledge with several criteria: (1) the number of learned true undirected edges, (2) the number of learned true edges, and (3) the area under the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve, where the relative number of true positive edges is plotted against the relative number of the false positive edges. It was clear that the method using prior knowledge outperformed the ones that do not use all evaluation criteria. There are also some controversial results. It was shown in (Geier, Timmer & Fleck, 2007) that the benefit of using prior knowledge is limited to conditions of small time series gene expression data. Their prior knowledge is given by the probability distributions for true and false interactions respectively. Another issue is that the prior interaction probabilities are drawn from two truncated normal distributions. The accuracy of the prior knowledge is controlled by a parameter that is used to separate the means of both distributions. It is not clear if this assumption can be satisfied by prior biological knowledge. Gevaert et al. (2007) investigated two complementary sources of information: PubMed abstracts combined with publicly available taxonomies or ontologies, and known protein-DNA interactions. These priors, either separately or combined, have the potential to reduce the complexity of learning reverse-engineering regulatory networks while creating more robust and reliable models. Moreover, this approach can easily be extended with other data sources.
CONCLUSION
Incorporation of prior biological knowledge into the BN learning framework is crucial for successful inference of gene networks from microarray gene expression data. Bayesian networks provide a powerful framework for data integration and regulatory network modeling. We have presented several methods for constructing structure priors from various types of knowledge, including curated databases, high-throughput experimental data, literature, and computational analysis results from sequences information other than experiments. However, lack of a systematic evaluation of the performance presents a serious problem in the current research.
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
It is important to understand the relative merits and shortcomings for various proposed structure priors. The comparison is not a simple task. Stolovitzky et al. (2007) pointed out that the needs and challenges for the establishment of a set of protocols that can achieve a fair comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of the inference methods and a clear sense of the reliability of the network models produced. The Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) (http://wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/dream/index.php/The_DREAM_Project) is set up for such a need. The second DREAM meeting has posted challenging problems. The study of effectively incorporating prior structures could benefit by using the appropriate challenging problems. Some networks used in recent studies of network algorithm comparison could also be used for evaluating structure prior in BN method (Soranzo, Bianconi & Altafini, 2007; Werhli, Grzegorczyk & Husmeier, 2006) .
